Elementary Review Test Unit 9: Products

1. New products often have special……
   a) descriptions
   b) shapes
   c) features

2. Many people like this product. It’s very _________.
   a) expensive
   b) popular
   c) slow

3. An unreliable product ……
   a) usually costs a lot of money.
   b) always has an interesting design.
   c) often breaks down.

4. What shape is it?
   a) It’s rectangular
   b) It’s wooden
   c) It’s tiny.

5. This product is very ________ to make.
   a) well
   b) easy
   c) cheaply

6. “What is the ________ of the car?” “1.855 Kg.”
   a) height
   b) weight
   c) length

7. The bag is ______________ metal and plastic.
   a) made in
   b) made from
   c) made out

8. These Italian leather shoes are ____________.
   a) beautifully made
   b) lovely made
   c) bad made

9. Which question is correct?
   a) How height is it?
   b) What long is it?
   c) How heavy is it?

10. Which two words could describe a successful product?
    a) simple and efficient
    b) beautiful and unreliable
    c) cheap and unpopular